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WEAKLYSMOOTHCONTINUA
BY
LEWIS LUM
ABSTRACT. We define and investigate a class of continua called weakly
smooth. Smooth dendroids, weakly smooth dendroids, generalized trees, and
smooth continua are all examples of weakly smooth continua. We generalize
characterizations of the above mentioned examples to weakly smooth continua.
In particular, we characterize them as compact Hausdorff spaces which admit
a quasi order satisfying certain properties.

Introduction.A dendroidX is smoothat the pointp if wheneverxn is a
net in X the conditionlimnxn = x impliesLimnip, xnJ = (p, x], where [p,x]
denotesthe uniquesubcontinuum
of X irreducible
betweenp andx. Smooth
dendroidswereinvestigated
by Charatonik
and Eberhart[3]. Thenonmetric
analogof smoothdendroids,generalized
trees,was studiedby Ward[20].
G. R. Gordh,Jr. [8] generalized
this notionto smoothcontinuaby imposing the smoothnessconditionon continuawhicharehereditarily
unicoherentat
p. In [5] variouscharacterizations
of smoothcontinuaare obtained;smooth
metriccontinuaarediscussedin [15]; anda quasiordercharacterization
was
obtainedin [13].
In [14] smoothdendroidsweregeneralized
by relaxingthe smoothness
condition. A dendroidX is weaklysmoothat p if wheneverxn is a convergent
net in X thereexistsa pointx E X suchthat Lin[P,xn I = [p, x] . Analogsof
the well knowncharacterizations
of smoothdendroidswereproved.
The purposeof this paperis to defineandinvestigateweaklysmoothcontinua. Wegeneralizeresultsin [51 and [141 to weaklysmoothcontinuaas well
as obtainothercharacterizations.
In particular,
we characterize
weaklysmooth
continuaas compactHausdorffspaceswhichadmita quasiordersatisfyingcertain
properties.
Weuse the followingnotation:the symbolo denotesthe emptyset; andif
A C Y C X then cl A (cly A) denotesthe closureof A (in Y) andint A
(inty A) denotesthe interiorof A (in Y).
Presented to the Society, January 23, 1975; received by the editors February 20, 1974.
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 54F20; Secondary 54F65, 54F05.
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compactconnected
1. Preliminaries.
A continuumis a nondegenerate
if it containstwo pointswith no
Hausdorffspace. A continuumis irreducible
propersubcontinuum
containingthem. An arc is a continuum(not necessarily
if it
metrizable)with exactlytwo noncutpoints. A continuumis decomposable
otherwise,it is indecomcanbe expressedas the unionof two propersubcontinua;
posable.
An irreduciblecontinuumis of typeA' [7] if eachsubcontinuum
with
nonvoidinterioris decomposable.Wedefinea continuumto be of type A' at the
betweenp andsomeotherpoint
point p if eachsubcontinuum
whichis irreducible
is of typeA'.
A continuumis hereditarily
unicoherentif the intersectionof any two subcontinuais connected. It is hereditarilyunicoherentat the pointp [8] if the
eachof whichcontainsp, is connected.
intersectionof any two subcontinua,
An arboroidis a hereditarily
unicoherentarcwiseconnectedcontinuum.A
treeis a hereditarilyunicoherentlocallyconnectedcontinuum.A dendroid
(dendrite)is a metrizablearboroid(tree). Thesedefinitionsareknownto be
equivalentto the originaldefinitions(see [4], [19], and [20]).
this paperwe use the letterX to denotea continuumwhich(i)
Throughout
is hereditarily
unicoherentat p, and(ii) has the propertythat all of its indecomposablesubcontinuaareirreducible.Note thatarboroidssatisfy(i) by definition
and(ii) by a resultof Bellamy[1].
irreducible
For eachx E X, let [p, x] denotethe uniquesubcontinuum
betweenp andx. Theweakcut point orderwith respectto p, denoted6p., is
definedby x 6p y if and only if x E [p,Y] For a subsetA C X let
L(A)= {xEXlx p a for someaEA},
M(A)= {x E XIa p x for somea E A}, and
E(A)

=

L(A)

n M(A).

Note that for eachx E X, L(x) = [p,x] andE(x) = {y E XI [p, x] = [p,y] }.
A subsetC C X is a chain(withrespectto 6p) if C x C C rp U r;l where
rp = {(x, y) E x x Xlx 6p y} and r;1' = {(x, y) E X x XI(y, x) E rp}.
An elementa in a subsetA C X is minimal(maxima!),wheneverx 6p a
(a 6p x) in A impliesa 6p x (x ?P a). Theset of allminimal(maximal)elements
of A is denotedminA (maxA). If z E A andz 6p a for all a E A then z is
calleda zero of A.
The symbolsx 6p y, x E [p,y], x E L(y), and(x, y) E rp will be used
interchangeably.
In casex 6p y andx 0 E(y) we will writex <P y.
it is alwaysreflexiveand transitive.
Although6p maynot be antisymmetric,
Sucha relationis calleda quasiorder. An antisymmetric
quasiorderis calleda
partialorder.
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Then:

E(x) = o;

(iii) E(x) is connected;
(iv) if X is of type A' at p, then E(x) is closed;
(v) if A C X is closed, then mr A # 0;
(vi) each subcontinuumof X has a zero;
(vii) if Sp is a partial order (in particular,if X is arewise connected), then
X is hereditarilyunicoherent.

PROOF.(i) is clear. (ii) followsfrom [9, Theorem3-44, p. 140]. (iii) is a
specialcaseof [6, Theorem1.2]. For (iv), the proofof [17, Theorem7, p. 13]
generalizesto nonmetriccontinua. See [21, Theorem1, p. 146] for the proofof
(v). To prove(vi) let Y be a subcontinuum
of X andlet z E min Y. Then [p, z]
fl Y C E(z) and [p, z] U Y is a continuumwhichis hereditarily
unicoherentat p.
Hencefor eachy E Y, [p,y] C [p, z] U Y. Consequently,
? 0 [p,Y] n ([p z]
n Y) C E(z). It followsthatz 6p y; that is, z is a zero of Y. Finally,the proof
of (vii) is similarto the proofof [5, Theorem2.2, p. 63].
Ourfirsttheoremis a partialgeneralization
of [7, Theorem3.7, p. 653].
THEOREM1.2. If X is a chain then X is irreduciblebetween p and some
other point.
PROOF. Index X = {x,,} so that xm p x,, wheneverm 6 n. Then X

=

nest of irreduciblecontinua.
Un [P,xnJ is the unionof an increasing
Note that for eachx E X, thereexistsy E X suchthatx <P y. (If this were
not the casewe wouldbe done.)
Claim1. SupposeY is a subcontinuum
of X containingp. If Y contains
largen then Y = X.
xn for arbitrarily
Proofof claim. For anyxm E X choosex, E Y suchthatx 6p x,. Since
Y is hereditarily
unicoherentat p, xm E [p, x,j C Y. It followsthat Y = X.
Claim2. For eachx E X, the set cl M(x) is connected.
Proof of claim. WefirstshowN = X - [p, x] is connected. LetA andB
be separatedsets whoseunionis N. Sincexn E N for all x <p xn, we mayassume
largen. FromClaim1 we inferX = [p. x] U cl A and
XnE A for arbitrarily
henceB = o. ThusN is connected.
NowM(x) = N U E(x) is the unionof two connectedsets. Sincecl M(x) =
ci N U cl E(x) it sufficesto showcl N n cl E(x) * o. Supposecl N n cl E(x) =
o; then in particular,
x 0 cl N. Chooseany z E cl N n [p, x] andnote thatx
proves
[p, z]. But accordingto Claim1, [p, z] U cl N = X. Thiscontradiction
the claim.
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Claim 3. Let z be a clusterpoint of the net X = {x,,}. If z <p x thenx is

thereexistsz E X suchthat whenalso a clusterpoint of the net xn. In particular,
everz <p x, x is a clusterpointof the net xn.
Proofof claim. Supposez p x andx is not a clusterpoint of the net xn.
Thenthereexistsy E X andan openneighborhoodU in X satisfyingx E U C
[p, y] - E(y). By the selectionof z it followsthat z E cl M(y). Henceby
sincex ? [p. z] and
Claim1, X = [p, z] U cl M(y). Thisis a contradiction
cl M(y) C cl(X - U) impliesx ? cl M(y).
For the remainderof the proofassumez is a pointin X suchthatx is a
clusterpointof the net xn wheneverz ? x.
Claim4. The continuumcl M(z) is indecomposable.
with nonvoidinterior
Proofof clainmLet H C cl M(z) be a subcontinuum
in cl M(z). It follows that H contains xn for arbitrarilylarge n. Let h be a zero

of H andnote that [p, h] U H = X. Since [p, h] n H C E(h) it followsthat
x E H wheneverh <p x. ThusH containsall the clusterpointsof the net xn.
Henceby the selectionof z, cl M(z) C H. From [9, Theorem341, p. 139], we
inferci M(z) is indecomposable.
Now by the hypothesis,cl M(z) is irreducible,or, equivalently,cl M(z) containsat leasttwo composants.Let K be a composantof cl M(z)whichdoes not
containz.
To concludethe proofof the theoremwe considertwo cases:(a) K C
[p, z], and (b) K ? [p, z]Case(a). RecallthatK is densein cl M(z). If K C [p, z] then cl Kcl M(z) C [p, z], andhenceX = [p, z] U cl M(z) = [p, z] .
Case(b). Choosex E K - [p, z]. ThensinceX is a chain,x E M(z). Apply
Claim2 to the continuum[p, x]. Weinferthat cl(M(z)n [p, x]) is a subcontinuumof [p, x]. Sincex, z E cl(M(z)n [p, x]) c cl M(z) and cl M(z) is irreducible betweenx andz it followsthat cl M(z) = cl(M(z)fl [p, x]) C [p. x]. Hence,
X = [p. z] U cl M(z) C [p, x] C X; i.e., X = [p, x] . Thisconcludesthe proof
of the theorem.
1.3. Supposerp U 1pF1is a closedsubsetof X x X. If
COROLLARY
{[p, x] I is a nest of chains then cl(Un [P, Xn]) is irreduciblebetween p and
someotherpoint.
2. Smoothcontinua. The continuumZ is smoothat the point q [8] prounicoherentat q andfor eachnet zn E Z the condition
videdZ is hereditarily
=
z
impliesLimn[q, Zn] = [q, z] . The continuumZ is smoothif there
limnZn
existsa pointq suchthatZ is smoothat q.
A generalizedtree is an arcwiseconnectedsmoothcontinuum.A smooth
tree. Accordingto Lemma1.1 (vii) and [10]
dendroidis a metrizablegeneralized
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the above defmition of generalizedtree is equivalentto the definition originally
givenby Ward [20].
For the continuumX, which is hereditarilyunicoherentat p, denote by D(X,p)
the set of all irreduciblesubcontinua of the form [P, x]. We view D(X, p) as a
subspaceof 2X, the space of nonempty closed subsetsof X with the Vietoris topology [16]. Let 7p: X - D(X,p) denote the naturalfunction defined by np(x) =
[p, x]. The space V(X,p) is studied in [14] when X is a dendroid. Note that in
this more generalsetting 77pneed not be one to one; indeed 77pis one to one if and
only if 6p is a partialorder.
The theorem below is proved in [14] for dendroids. The proof easily
generalizesto nonmetric continua.
2.1. The continuum X is smooth at p if and only if the function
THEOREM
-2 D(X, p) is continuous.
77p:X
For the continuum X, which is hereditarilyunicoherent at p, we define an
equivalencerelation p on X by (x, y) E p if and only if [p, x] = [p, y] . Note
that the equivalenceclass containingx is E(x). Let 0: X -+ X/p denote the
natural quotient map.
In case X is smooth at p Gordh [8] showed this relation defines an upper
semicontinuousmonotone decomposition of X whose decomposition space is a
generalizedtree.
2.2. If Y C X is a subcontinuumcontainingp then Fl (O(Y)) = Y.
PROOF. We show only F 1(q(Y)) C Y. If x E 4 I (q(Y)) there exists y E
Y such that ?(x) = 4(y). Since Y is hereditarilyunicoherent at p, x E [p. x] =
,Y] C Y.
LEMMA

3. Propertya at p. The continuumX has property a at p if whenever C
is a subcontinuumcontainingp and C C [p, x] for some x E X it follows
that C = [p, c] for some c E C. Observethat if X is arcwise connected
then X has property ocat p.
3.1. Let P by the pseudo arc (see [9, p. 143]). Recall that P is
EXAMPLE
a metrizablehereditarilyindecomposablecontinuum and is homeomorphicto each
of its nondegeneratesubcontinua. Using these facts it is not difficult to verify
that P is hereditarilyunicoherent,P contains no arcs, and P has propertya at each
of its points.
3.2. If the continuum X is smooth at p then X has property a
THEOREM
at p.
PROOF. By [8, Theorem4.1(ii), p. 56] it follows that ([p,x]) = [eXp),?(x)]
is an arc in the generalizedtree X/p for each x E X. Let C C X be a sub-
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continuumsatisfyingp E C C [p, x] for somex E X. Then00p)E ?(C) C
[q(p),?(x)]. SinceX/p has propertyofat p thereexistsc E C suchthat ?(C) =
[O(p),0(c)]. Finally,by Lemma2.2, C = [p, c].
3.3. ThecontinuumX haspropertya at p if and only if [p, x]
THEOREM
is a chainfor eachx E X.
PROOF.AssumeX has propertyafat p. Fory andz in [p, x] thereexists
,x] suchthat [p, y] U [p, z] = ,w]. If w E [p, y] thenz 6p y; if
w E [p. z] theny 6p z. The conversefollowsimmediatelyfromTheorem1.2.

wE

3.4. If X haspropertya at p then 6p is orderdense(i.e., if
COROLLARY
x <P y thereexistsz E X such thatx <p z <p y).
PROOF.Supposex <p y andx <P z <p y for no z E X. Then [p,Y] [p, x] is a nonemptyopen (in [p,y]) subsetof E(y) whichcontradictsLemma
1.1(ii).

Thereexist continuafor which6 is orderdensebut fail to haveproperty
afat p (see Example4.4).
4. Weaklysmoothcontinua. The continuumZ is weaklysmoothat the
unicoherentat q, Z has propertyaZat q, and
point q providedZ is hereditarily
the Li-condition:
for eachconvergentnet zn in Z, thereexists
z E Z suchthat Lin[q, Zn ] = [q, z]
holds. The continuumZ is weaklysmoothif thereexistsa pointq suchthatZ
is weaklysmoothat q.
In caseZ is a dendroidthis definitionagreeswith the definitionof weakly
smoothdendroids[14]. Also observethat in viewof Theorem3.2 a smooth
continuumis weaklysmooth.
THEOREM4.1. If the continuumX haspropertyc at p and is irreducible
betweenp andq thenX is weaklysmoothat p.

It sufficesto showthe Li conditionholds. Let xn be a convergent
net in X. By [8, Theorem2.2, p. 53], Lin[P,xn] is a subcontinuum
of X.
SinceX = [p, q] and X has propertyafat p it followsthat LinIP,xn] = [P,x]
for somex E X. Thus,X is weaklysmoothat p.
Gordh[8, Theorem3.3, p. 55] provedeachsmoothirreduciblecontinuum
is of typeA'. Thisis not the casefor weaklysmoothcontinua;Theorem4.1 and
the discussionin Example3.3 implythe pseudoarcis weaklysmooth.
PROOF.

4.2. Let the continuumX havepropertyafat p. ThenX is
THEOREM
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weakly smooth at p (i.e., the Li condition holds) if and only if D(X, p) is a compact subset of 2X.
Assume X is weakly smooth at p. Since 2x is a compact Hausdorff
space [16, Theorem 4.9, p. 163] it suffices to show D(X, p) is closed. Let
[p, xn] be a net in V(X, p) convergingto a point A E 2X. By [8, Theorem 2.2,
p. 53], it follows that A is a subcontinuumof X. From the net xn in X select
a convergentsubnet xm. By hypothesis, Lim[p, xm] = [p, x] for some x E X.
Since X has property a at p we infer from p C A = Limn[p, xn = Lin[P xnI C
Lim[p Xm] = [p, x] that A E D(X,p).
Conversely,assume D(X, p) is compact and let xn be a convergentnet in X.
From the net [p, xn] in DI(X,p) select a convergentsubnet [p, xm ], say,
Limm[p, xm] = [p, x] . Again from property a at p and p E Lin [P xnI C
Lim[p, Xm = Limm[P, Xm] = [p, x] we infer X is weakly smooth at p.
We now obtain variouscharacterizationsof weakly smooth continua. In
we assumeX is of type A' at p. We make use of the fact that irreduccases
most
ible continua of type A' admit a monotone map onto a (generalized)arcI (see
PROOF.

[7]).
4.3. Suppose X is of type A' at p. If D(X, p) is compact or the
Li condition holds then X has property a at p.
THEOREM

Let C be a subcontinuumof X satisfyingp E C C [p, x] for some
x E X. Let { [p, xnI } be a decreasingnest of subcontinuamaximalwith respect
to C C [p, xn] C P, x] . It follows from either hypothesis that Limn P Xn] =
nn [p, Xn] = [p, q] for some q E [p, x] . Observethat C C [p, q] and let
f: [p, q] -* I be the monotone map of [7]. If f(C) S I then there exist s and
t in I such that f(C) = [0, t] ; [0,s]s CI. Now for q' E f-'(s), C C [p, q'];
[p, q] which contradictsthe minimality of [p, q] [7, Theorem 2.3, p. 649].
Thus,f(C) = I and by [7, Theorem2.5, p. 650], C = [p, q] .
The condition that X is of type A' at p is necessaryas the example below
PROOF.

shows.
4.4. Let P be the pseudo arc and let p, a, and b be points which
lie in distinct composants of P. Let X be the continuum obtained by collapsing
the sets {a} x {0, 1} and {b} x {0, 1} in P x {0, 1}. It is not difficult to see
that X is hereditarilyunicoherentat (p, 0) and (p, 1), and <(pO0) is order dense.
Let x : a (y # b) be a point in the same composant of P as the point a
(b). Then in X the points (x, 1) and (y, 1) are not related by <(p 0). It follows
from Theorem 3.3 that X does not have have property oxat p. Hence X is not
weakly smooth at (p, 0).
It is, however, true that D(X, (p, 0)) is compact and the Li condition holds.
The details are left to the reader.
EXAMPLE
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Recallthat

rp = {(x9y)eX x XIx ,py} and r-1 = {(x,y) EX x XI(y, x) E r}.
In [14] it was provedthat a dendroidX is weaklysmoothat p if andonly if
rp u rF-' is closed. The next theoremextendsthis resultto continua.
THEOREM 4.5. If the continuumX is weaklysmoothat p then rpu rF'
is a closedsubsetof the productspaceX x X. Theconverseholdsif X is of
typeA' at p.
PROOF.

AssumeX is weaklysmoothat p andlet (xn, Yn) be a net in

rp u rp-1 convergingto (x, y). Withoutloss of generalitythereexistsa subnet
(Xm,Ym)suchthat (Xm,Ym)E rp for eachm. SinceX is weaklysmoothat p,
thereexistsz E X suchthat Lim[P,YmIn= [p, z] . Since [p, z] is a chaincontainingx andy it followsthat (x, y) E rp U r;- .
For the converse,we firstshow [p, q] is a chainfor eachq E X. It will
then follow fromTheorem3.3 thatX has propertya. at p. Letf: [p, q] -- I
be the monotonemapof [7]. Choosex andy in [p, q] andassume,without
of
f(x) S f(y). If f(x) < f(y) then [p,y] is a subcontinuum
loss of generality,
p.
2.3,
by
[7,
Theorem
Hence,
and
f-'(f(y)).
which
meets
q]
[p,
fr'(f(r))
649], x E f 1(f(x)) C [p,y]; i.e., x Sp y. Assumef(x) = f(y) and(x, y) ?
rp u rp-1;then thereexistsan openneighborhoodU of x satisfying(x, y) E U
x {y} C X x X - (rp U r'1l). Now if z E U andf(z) < f(y) orf(y) <f(z)
it followsfromthe aboveargumentthat (z, y) E rp u r; . Thus,fromthe
choiceof U we inferU C f-1(f(y)). Thiscontradicts[7, Theorem2.7, p. 650].
To completethe proofwe showthe Li conditionholds. Let xn be a conrU 1 is closedit follows
vergentnet in X. Sinceeach [P,xn] is a chainand rp u
is
we
infer
that Lin[p,xnj a chain. FromTheorem1.2
Lin[p,xn] = [p, x] for
somex E X. Thus,X is weaklysmoothat p.
of weaklysmoothcontinuais in termsof the
The next characterization
set functionT on X. For a continuumY anda pointy E Y let T(y) denote the
containingz in its interior
set of all pointsz E Y suchthat eachsubcontinuum
mustalso containy. It is known [4] that T(y) is a continuum.
Gordh[5] showedthe continuumX is smoothat p if and only if 7(x) C
to weaklysmoothconM(x) for eachx E X. Wegeneralizethis characterization
and
tinua. The proofis a modificationof an argumentusedby Charatonik
Eberhart[3, Theorem5, p. 302].
If X is weaklysmoothat p then T(x) C L(x) U M(x)for
eachx E X. Theconverseholdsif X is of typeA' at p.
THEOREM4.6.

SupposeX is weaklysmoothat p and for somex E X thereexists
y E X suchthaty E T(x) - (L(x) U M(x)). Thus(x, y) 0 rp U r;-, andthere
PROOF.
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existsan openneighborhoodV of y suchthat (x, y) E {x} x cl V C X x X (rp U r;-).
Now considerthe set L(cl V) U M(cl Y) = Y. Since Y = U{L[9x] C X I
to
[p, xl n (ci V) # o} it is clearlyconnected.Let zn be a net in Y converging
x E X. For eachn choosean E cl V suchthat (Zn, an) E rpu rpl Sincecl V
CX and rp u rp1 C Xx X are closedit followsthat z E Y. HenceY is also
of X whichcontainsy in its interiorand
closed. But then, Y is a subcontinuum
missesx. Thisis a contradiction.
if X is of typeA' at p it sufficesto showrp u rF1 is closed.
Conversely,
u
thenx ?t T(y) andy 0 T(x). LetM andN be
Selecta point(x, y) 0 rpr,P;
subcontinuaof X satisfying:(i) x E int M C M C X - {y}, and(ii) y E int N C
N C X - {x}. DefmeM' = [p, x] U M (N'= [,y] U N) and observethat (i)
and(ii) hold withM andN replacedby M' andN', respectively.
Let V= (X-N') x int N'. Then VC X x X- rp; for if (z, w) EV Inrp
thenz E [p, w] C N' whichis a contradiction.
Dually,if W= int M' x (X - M') then WC X x X - rp.
Since(x, y) E Vn WC X xX- (rp urp) it follows that rp u rpl is
closed.
For continuaof type A' at p we haveshown:
4.7. If X is of type A' at p then the followingare equivalent:
THEOREM
(i) X is weakly smooth at p; (ii) the Li condition holds; (iii) D(X, p) is compact;

(iv) rp u rp1 is closed;and (v) T(x) C L(x) U M(x)for eachx E X.
Weconcludethis sectionwith two structuretheoremsfor V(X,p) which
wereprovedin [14] for weaklysmoothdendroids.
If X is weaklysmoothat p then D(X,p) is an arcwise
connectedcontinuumwhichadmitsa closedorderdensepartialorder< induced
by inclusion.In particular,
for eachx E X, qp [p, x]) is an arc in D(X,p) with
noncutpointsn7p(p)= [p, p] and i7p(x)= p,x].
THEOREM4.8.

PROOF. It is well knownthat 2x admitsa closedpartialorder< defmed
A
by < B if and only if A C B. Clearly,D(X,p) inheritsthis closedpartialorder.
Note that [p, a] < [p, b] if and only if a <P b. UsingTheorem3.4 it is trivial
x]) is a closedchain(with respectto S) for
to show< is orderdenseand n1p([p,
eachx EX. It followsfrom [10, Lemma1, p. 922], that n7p([p,x]) is an arc
with noncutpoints [p, P] and [p,x].

4.9. If X is smoothat p theni7p:X -+ V(X,p) is a monotone surfectivemap. Consequently,
D(X,p) is a generalizedtreewhichis smooth
at p.
COROLLARY
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PROOF. Accordingto [8, Theorem3.3, p. 53] andTheorem1.l(iv), 71pis

unicoherentat
monotone. By [8, Theorem4.1, p. 56], V(X,p) is hereditarily
it
The
is
arcwise
is
unicoherent.
Since
connected, hereditarily
D(X,p)
ni(p).
resultnow followsfromTheorem4.8.
At this pointwe pose a question:If X is weaklysmoothat p, is D(X,p) a
treewhichis smoothat i7p(p)?By Theorem4.8 it is equivalentto
generalized
unicoherentat 7pO
askif D(X,p) is hereditarily
5. Imagesof weaklysmoothcontinua. In this sectionwe investigate
varioustypes of mapson weaklysmoothcontinuaandthe extent to whichthey
preserveweaksmoothness.Comparetheseresultswith those of Gordh[8] and
andEberhart[3].
Charatonik
unicoherentat p.
RecallX is a continuumwhichis hereditarily
Let f: X -+ Y be a mapfromX into the compactHausdorff
space Y. Thenthe functionf': D(X,p)- 2Y definedby f'([p, x]) = f([p, x])
is continuous.
LEMMA5.1.

The prooffollowsimmediatelyfrom [16, Theorem5.10, p. 170].
Letf: X -? Y be a mapfromX into a continuumY. The mapis ?P-preunicoherentat f (p) andx 6p y impliesf (x) <f(p) f (y).
servingif Y is hereditarily
PROOF.

THEOREM

5.2. Let f: X

-+

Y be a <P-preserving
mapfrom X onto Y.

Then:
(i) f ([p, x]) = [f(p), f (x)] for eachx E X;
(ii) if X haspropertya.at p then Y haspropertya.at f(p);
(iii) if X is weaklysmoothat p then Y is weaklysmoothat f(p); and
(iv) if X is smoothat p then Y is smoothat f(p).
of [3, Proposition4, p. 309], holdsfor
PROOF. (i) The argument
(nonmetric)continua.
(ii) Let C be a subcontinuumof Y satisfyingf (p) E C C [f(p), f(x)] from

somex E X. By [3, Proposition4, p. 309], the restrictionof f to [p, x] is
of [p, x] . SinceX has
monotone;hencef- (C) n [p, xl is a subcontinuum
propertycxat p thereexistsc E X suchthatf-1(Cc)n [p, xl = [p,c] . It follows
that [f(p), f(c)] = f( [p, c]) = f( 1(C) n Lp,
xl) = C; that is, Y has property
a at f(p).

(iii) Since Y has propertyoeat f(p), it suffices by (ii) to show D(Y, f(p))
is compact(Theorem4.2). It followsfrom(i) thatf' mapsthe compactD(X,p)
onto D(Y, fAp)).

(iv) Considerthe diagram
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Y

D(Y,AMP)

f. The continuityof f, f',
whichis easilyshownto commute;i.e., f 'n7P= 77f(p)
and77passurethe continuityof tif(p). By Theorem2.1 Y is smoothat f(p).
5.3. Let f: X
COROLLARY

-+

Y be a monotone map from X onto a

compactHausdorffspace Y. Then(i)-(iv) of Theorem5.2 hold.
unicoherentat
PROOF.The spaceY is a continuumwhichis hereditarily
by [3, Proposition4,
p by [8, Theorem4.1, p. 56]. The mapf is <P-preserving
p.309].
Gordh[8] originallyprovedthe monotoneimageof a smoothcontinuum
is smoothbut his proofis differentfromthe one presentedhere.
The full strengthof ?P-preserving
mapsis not necessaryto preserveweak
smoothnessof continua. A mapf: X -+ Y fromX onto a continuumY which
in casex <P y implies
is hereditarily
unicoherentat f (p) is weakly6p-preserving
f (x) ?f(p) f (y) or f (y) 6f(p) f (x).

Let f: X -+ Y be a weakly6p-preservingmapfrom X
onto Y. AssumeY is hereditarily
unicoherentat f (p) and is of typeA' at f (p).
If X is weaklysmoothat p then Y is weaklysmoothat f(p).
THEOREM5.4.

PROOF.It sufficesto showD(Y,f (p)) is compact(Theorem4.7). To this
end we will showf ': D(X,p) -+2Y mapsD(X,p) onto D(Y,f(p)).
If [p. x] E D(X,p) then [p. x] is a chain(with respectto Sp) andhence
f([p, x]) is a chain(with respectto f(p)). By Theorem1.2 thereexistsy E Y
suchthatf([p, x] ) = U{[f(p), f(z)] IZE [p, x]} = [f(), Y] E (Y,f(p)).
Thus,f' mapsD(X,p) into D(Y,f(p)).
For any point [f(p), f(x)] E D(Y,f(p)) considerthe closedset A = [p. x]
nfl'(f(x)) C [p. x] . Let z E minZ (=o by Lemma1.1(v))and observethat
z is a zero of Z sinceZ is a chain. It followsthat [f(p), f(x)] C f([p, z] ) E
D(Y,f(p)). If the inclusionis properthereexistsa pointw <p z suchthatf(w)
= f(x), but this contradictsthe definitionof z. Hencef' is onto.
Theweakly6p-preserving
imageof a smoothcontinuumneednot be smooth,
evenif both spacesaredendroids.
EXAMPLE5.5. In the planewith polarcoordinates
join the pointp =
(0, 0) with ao = (1, 0) and with points an = (1, 1/2n-1) for n = 1,2, ... by
straightline segments.The dendroidX obtainedin this way is a harmonicfan
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with top p. A harmonichookedfan Y is obtainedby joiningthe pointsan in X
with bn = (?, 34 *(1/2n-1)) by straightline segments.
Let f (p) = p, f (ao) = (?h,O), f ((l%,O)) = ao, and f(an) = bn for each n=
mapfromX
1, 2, .... Clearlyf canbe extendedto a weakly<P-preserving
onto Y. However,X is smoothat p while Y is not smooth.
6. The spacesX/p and D(X/p,0(p)). Recallthe definitionof the quotient
space,X/p (see ?2). Of courseX/p is alwaysconnectedbut, in general,it may
not be Hausdorff(e.g., let X be the pseudoarc).
THEOREM 6.1. If X/p is Hausdorffthen the quotientmap0: X -* X/p is
monotone,X/p is a continuumwhichis hereditarlyunicoherentat ?(p), and k
k'from D(X,p) onto D(X/p,?(p)).
inducesa homeomorphism

If X/p is Hausdorffthen eachpoint?(x) E X/p is closed. Hence
E(x) = F-l('(x)) C X is closed. By Theorem1.12(i) eachE(x) is connected;
thus k is monotone. By [8, Theorem4.1, p. 56], X/p is hereditarily
unicoherent
at 0(p); so D(X/p,0(p)) is well defined. FromLemma5.1, Corollary5.3, and
Lemma2.2 we infer'([p. x]) = [k(p),?(x)] definesa one to one mapfrom
D(X,p) onto D(X/p,0qp)). It remainsonly to showthe inversefunctionis continuous. (SinceX is not assumedto be weaklysmoothat p it does not follow
that D(X,p) is compact.)
to k([p, x]). Weshow
Let 0([p, xnI) be a net in V(X/p,0(p)) converging
=
x].
a
subnet
of the net [p, xn]
Let
be
convergent
LimnDP,
[P,
[P,
xm]
xn]
(one existssince2x is compactHausdorff[16]).
Wefirstshow [p, x] C Limm[p, xm] . If z E [p, x] then k(z) E k([p,x])
= Limmk([p, xm]) andthereexist pointsZm E [p Xmm] suchthat limmk(zm)=
?(z). Let Zk be a convergentsubnetof Zmmsay limk Zk = z'. By the continuity
of k, limk ((Zk) = k(z) = ?(z). It follows that z E [p. z] = [p, z'] C
PROOF.

Lsm[P, XmI = Limm[p, xm].

Wenow showthe reverseinclusion. If z E Limm[p, xm] thereexist points
ZmE [p, XmI suchthat limmZm= z. Since0 is continuous,limmO(zm)=
Xm) = Limmk([p,Xmn)= CA[p,x]).
?(z). It followsthat ?(z) E Lsm (1P,xm
Hencez E [p, x] by Lemma2.2.
Thus, [p, x] is the only clusterpoint of the net [p, xn],. Since2x is compact Hausdorffit followsthat Limn[P.xn] = [P, x]I
Thiscompletesthe proofof the theorem.
6.2. Suppose X/p is Hausdorff. If X is weakly smooth at p
COROLLARY

thenX/p is weaklysmoothat p. Theconverseis trueif X is of typeA' at p.
PROOF.The firststatementfollowsfromCorollary5.3; the converse
fromTheorem4.7.
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Wenow provethe converseof Gordh'sdecompositionfor smoothcontinua
[9, Theorem5.3, p. 57]. A proofdue to T. Mackowiak[15, Theorem3.1, p.
to (nonmetric)continuabut we presentan alternateproof
177] easilygeneralizes
here.
6.3. If X/p is a continuumwhichis smoothat ?(p) thenX is
THEOREM
smoothat p.
PROOF. Since0 is monotonethe diagrambelow commutes.

X

X/p
1Th(p)

lp1
DRX, p)

D,

4Xp1 2

0)

Since k is continuous,1,,(p)is continuous(Theorem2.1), and k' is a homeomorphism(Theorem6.1) we infer71pis continuous.ThusX is smoothat p.
generalized
Ward[20] characterized
7. A quasiordercharacterization.
treesas compactHausdorffspaceswhichadmita partialordersatisfyingcertain
of smoothcontinua
properties.In [13] an analogousquasiordercharacterization
of weakly
was obtained. In this sectionwe establisha quasiordercharacterization
smoothcontinua.
7.1. Let Z be a compactHausdorffspacesuchthat eachof its
THEOREM
subcontinuais irreducible.ThenZ is a continuumwhichis
indecomposable
weaklysmoothat p if and only if Z admitsa quasiorderr satisfying:
(i) r u r-1 is closed;
(ii) there exists p E nf{L(x) Ix E Z} and each L(x) is a connected chain;
and
(iii) if Y is a closedconnectedsubsetof Z withp E Y, thenL(y) C Yfor
each y E Y.
PROOF. If Z is weaklysmoothat p then the weakcut pointorderwith

respectto p satisfies(i)-(iii). To provethe converse,we showthe quasiorder
rp definedby (x, y) E rp if and only if x E cl L(y) is the weakcut point order
with respectto p.
For notationalconvenience,let Lp(x) = cl L(x) for eachx E Z andif Y C
Z is a chainwith respectto r (rp) we will write"Y is a r (rp)-chain".
ObservethatLp(x) is a r-chain(andhencea rp-chain)for eachx E X
since:L(x) x L(x) C r u r-1 by (ii); andthus by (i),
L(x) x L(x) C Lp(x) x Lp(x) Cr u r-1 c

r,

u rp1
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The aboveinclusionsalso show rp U rl = r U r.
For if (x, y) E
r p Urp1
rUWr1.
pp then(x,y)E LP(y) xLp(y)C
p
Consequently,
the quasiorderrpnot only satisfiesproperties(i)-(iii) with
r replacedby rp andL(x) replacedby Lp(x) but also the propertythat each
Lp(x) is a continuum.
Using(ii) and (iii) it is straightforward
to verifythatZ is a continuumwhich
is hereditarily
unicoherentat p; rp is the weakcut point orderwith respectto
p; andeachLp(x) = [,x] is a rp-chain. Henceby Theorem3.3, Z has property
o at p.
Weconcludethe proofby showingthe Li conditionholds. Let xn be a
convergentnet in Z. Sincerp U rFl is closedit followsthat the continuum
Lin,[P xn] is a rp-chain. Thusby Theorem1.2, Lin[P,xn] is of the form [p, x]
for somex E Z.
Weremarkthat the quasiorderr maybe properlycontainedin rp. In fact,
one can definea linearpartialorderr on the closureof the "sin(1/x)-curve"
satisfying(i)-(iii) with p = (1, sin 1).
8. Arboroids.Recallan arboroidis a hereditarily
unicoherentarcwise
connectedcontinuum.The firsttwo theoremsof this sectionwereprovedin
[14] for dendroids.Theirproofsgeneralizein a straightforward
manner.
THEOREM8.1.

Let X be an arboroid.If Y C X is a subcontinuum
and q
is the zero of Y with respectto Is then Y is weaklysmoothat q andn?p(Y)C
to V(Y,q).
D(X,p) is homeomorphic
THEOREM8.2.

ThearboroidX is a generalizedtreeif and only if there
existsa homeomorphism
h: X -* D(X,p) from X onto D(X,p) for somep EX.
Weremarkthat Theorem8.1 is not validfor arbitrary
weaklysmooth(or
smooth)continuasincethey may containnonunicoherent
subcontinua.Also,in
Theorem8.2 the arboroidX neednot be smoothat p (see [14, Example2, p.
116]).
Sincean arboroidis hereditarily
decomposable[1] it is of type A' at p.
Thus,Theorem4.7 is validfor arboroids.
Finally,a slightmodificationof conditions(i)-(iii) of Theorem7.1 yields
a characterization
of weaklysmootharboroids.
8.3. Let Z be a compactHausdorffspacesuchthat eachof its
THEOREM
subcontinuais irreducible.A necessaryand sufficientcondition
indecomposable
thatZ be a weaklysmootharboroidis thatZ admita partialorderr satisfying
(i) and (iii) of Theorem7.1 and (ii') there exists p E n{L(x)

Ix E Z} and if

(x, y) E r thenM(x) n L(y) is a closedconnectedchain.
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PROOF. Since M(p) = Z, (ii') implies (ii). Thus Z is a continuum which is

weaklysmoothat p. SinceeachL(x) is closedit followsthat r = rp. According
to Corollary3.4 and [18, Lemma1, p. 922], Z is arcwiseconnected.Consequently, Z is an arboroid(Z is hereditarily
unicoherentby Lemma1.1(viii)).
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